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ABSTRACT
Weckesser, Paul Maurice* MSCEo, Purdue University,
January, 19^8<> THE EFFECT OF PAVEMENT TYPE AND EDGE LINES ON
LATERAL PLACEMENTo Major Professor J Harold L» Michaelo
The purposes of this study were to investigate the Lat=
era! placement of passenger ears and semi-trailer trucks on a
four-lane divided highway with similar sections of bituminous
concrete and portland cement concrete pavement and determine
if there were any effects of the lateral placement of these
vehieles by the type of pavement; and, also, to investigate
the lateral placement of passenger ears on 20", 22% and 24 s
bituminous pavements and semi-trailer trucks on a 24 9 bituminous
pavement before and after the placement of edge lines and de-
termine if the presence of edge lines had any effect on the
lateral placement of these vehisleso
The lateral positions of the vehicles were determined
by means of a segmented electrical detector consisting of a
common bottom strip of spring steel 12 3 long and twelve in-
dividual topeontaets~~e&eh llw long and separated from the
bottom strip by rubber spacers o The twelve individual top
contacts were connected by means of separate electrical leads
to twelve pens en an Esterline-Angus 20-Pen Graphic Reeordero
The action of the vehicle's wheels crossing the detector forced
the contacts together; thusj, closing an electrieal circuit 9
which caused the appropriate pen for the one=foot zone in which
xil
the vehicle grossed the detector to be actuatedo These act-
uations were recorded by means of these pons on a chart moving
at constant speeds
This study showed that the mean le feral placements of
passenger ears and senii-trailer trucks k«.'3 not significantly
different between the two types of paveneato The mean Apteral
placement of passenger cars was not significantly different be-
tween day and night on either pavement typr; hcvever, this meai,
for semi-trailer trucks was significantly farther- from the edge
at night than during the day on both types of pavamento The
variance of the lateral position of passenger ears was found to
be significantly greater on bituminous concrete t.wn on portland
eement concrete <> No significant differences in tit- variances of
semi-trailer trucks ware found between the two tyros of pavemen? j
nor were the day ^mrianees significantly different from the nigh?
variances on either type of pavement for either passenger "ears ep
semi-trailer truckso The pereents of passenger ears m the
other three feet of pavement and more than five feet irom the
pavement edge were not slgnificantly different between pave=
ment types nor between periods of observation The pereents of
semitrailer tracks in the outer two feet of pavement and more
than four feet from the pavement edge were not significantly
different between the types of pavement nor between the periods
of observationo
The edge line portion of the study showed that the pres-
ence of edge lines on the pavement has no significant effect on
the mean lateral placements or the variance in th6 lateral
positions of passenger care or semi-trailer iruckso It was
found, however, that the <nean lateral placement of passenger
cars is approximately /•" greater on the 22 !' pavement and ap^>
proximately 10" greaier on the 24 c' pavement than on the 20 v
pavement during botfl day and night, before and after edge
liningo Also it was found that the variability of passenger
ears and semi trailer trusks was decreased slightly in all
eases af- :t ed^ lining both at night and during the dayo The
portents of passenger sars traveling in the outer two feet of
pavement and more than five feet from the pavement edge was no'i
significantly different on any of the pavement widths aft«?r
edge liaing, nor significantly different between day and nigiit
observations
o
THE EFFECT OF PAVEMENT TYPE AND EDGE LINES
ON LATERAL PLACEMENT
INTRODUCTION
The path whieh a vehicle follows in traversing a given
section of highway is an important factor in highway design,
highway capacity computations, and accident analysis* In
order to produce economic highway designs and to make effect"
ive the various traffic control devices employed to provide
for safe and efficient vehicle movement, the lateral position
of a vehicle on a highway and the factors which influence this 9
if any, must be knowno
Among the many factors which are known to have influence
on lateral placement, some of the more important ones are
pavement width, shoulder type and width, location of roadside
vertical obstructions, median strips, barrier curbs, and pave°
ment markingso Depending upon the roadway conditions, the ef-
fects of these on the vehicle path are in seme eases advanta-
geous and provide for efficient movement while in others they
produce effects causing vehicles to travel in an unsafe and in-
efficient mannero Because of the many variables involved and
the differences in driver reactions to existing roadway condi-
tions, it is impossible to make assumptions as to exactly the
safest and most economical conditions.. Consequently, scienti-
fic studies of all variables involved must be performed in order
to supply highway designers and traffic engineers with the data
necessary to enable them to establish adequate design and
traffic control device standards
o
With the advent of the Nation's largest highway con-
struction program, the highway designer is constantly striving
to produce designs which will economically provide maximum
safety for the large volumes of traffic traveling the highways
today© A minor but important consideration in each roadway
design is the type of pavement which will be used, portland
cement concrete or bituminous eonereteo The properties and
effects of each of these pavement types in relation to ve=
hide movement and safety must be carefully consideredo Con~
sequently, driver reaction and resultant vehicle path for diff-
erent pavement conditions must be known by the highway designex-
before maximum safety can be incorporated into his designs^
Although the new highway program is replacing many miles
of obsolete highways with high type, limited access facilities
containing every safety feature known to the designer, there
are already in existence many miles of two-lane highways vhieh
now carry and will continue to carry large volumes of traffico
These highways, too, must be made as safe as possible and the
traffic engineer must determine methods of accomplishing thiso
The newest tosl of the traffic engineer whi'sh is being used at
an ever increasing rate for safety purposes is the pavement edge
lineo To use this tool economically and obtain maximum effi-
ciency from it8 use, driver reaction and resultant vehicle path
caused by the pavement edge line, are two of the moat important
factors in determining its ralueo
This study is eoneorned entirely with the effect of pave-
ment type and edge lines on the lateral placement of vehieleso
The various factors have been investigated and the recognised
variables taken info consideration* It is, therefore, hoped
that the finding': and recommendations ol' this study will pro-
vide highway eloigners and traffic engineers with a more com-
plete knowledge of the effects of pavement type and pavement
edge line/ on the lateral placement of vehicles, and, conse-
quently, help contribute to their task of providing for the
saf& and effieient movement of vehicles on the highwayo
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
The two factors investigated in this study, namely,
pavement type and pavement edge lines have been the object of
previous research in recent yearsc
Do Rosenfield 9 in 1955 , while a graduate student at
Purdue University conducted a similar study on the effect of
pavement type on the lateral placement of vehicles (9)o The
major finding of his study was that the mean lateral placement
of passenger ears and semi-trailer trucks was farther from the
right edge of the pavement on Portland cement concrete than
on bituminous concrete.* It was on the basis of this and other
findings in his study that further research was deemed valuable
in order to determine the reproducibility of his results and
conclusions©
Research in the field of pavement edge lines to date has
been limited to a few studies performed by the Bureau of Public
Roads and some state highway departments,, The first, published
study was performed under the direction of Io Lo Thomas of the
Louisiana Department of Highways in cooperation with the Bureau
(13)o His investigation, however, was limited to the effects of
pavement edge lines on the speeds and lateral placements of ve-
hicles on 2W surfaces only,, Ao Taragin of the Bureau con-
dueted a study investigating the effects of pavement edge lines
when used on two^lane bituminous highways with full width paved
shoulders (11)
„
In addition to these studies, the Subcommittee
Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography
on Markiai of the National Joint Committee on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices and two technical conanittees of the Highway Re-
so'rch Board have begun investigations into the field of pave-
ment edge lines, however, there are no published results as
yet from either of these sources©
It was on the basis of this small amount of previous re-
search and lack of data concerning edge markings that this study
of the effects of pavement edge lines on the lateral placement
of vehicles on various pavements widths was developed,,
In the overall field of lateral placement, numerous in=
vestigations have been made concerning the lateral placement
of vehicles under many different conditions.. Fo Ho Green of
Purdue University investigated a method of determining lateral
placement by photographic means (2) Cvermeyer {?), Lang (/»),
Quimby (8), and Wilson (15) while graduate students at Purdue
investigated the effects of various roadway conditions on the
lateral placement of vehicles© Other studies have been made
by Norman (6), and Taragin (10), (12), of the Bureau of Public
Roads; and Case, Hulbert, Mount and Brenner of the University
of California (1) These studies, however, did not concern
themselves with the same factors investigated here, and, there-
fore, the results cannot be compared with the results obtained
in this study*
PURPOSE
The purposes of this study were to:
(1) Investigate the lateral placement of vehicles on
abutting sections of portland cement concrete pavement and
bituminous concrete pavement of the same highway, and determine
what effect, if any, these two pavement types have on the lat-
eral position of a vehieieo
(2) Investigate the lateral placement of vehicles on two-
lane bituminous highways with widths of 20", 22", and 24% both
befor© and after the placement of pavement edge lines, and de-
termine what effect, if any, pavement edge lines have on the lat
era! placement of vehicles when applied to these various widths
of two-lane bituminous highwayso
SCOPE
In order to properly analyze the factora investigated
in this study, the test locations selected for the purpose
of data collection had to be chosen so that any other vari-
ables aside from those considered in the study would be null-
ified by the similarity of locations., Among the variables
which had to be considered in selecting these locations were
highway alinement, traffic volume, roadside culture, shoulder
conditions, pavement condition and pavement markingso
In the portion of this study devoted to the effects of
pavement type, another factor had to be taken into account when
determining locations for data eolleetiono As was previously
stated, the results of this study were to be used to determine the
reproducibility of the results and conclusions of Rosenfield 9 s
study of the same factor Consequently, test locations were
selected on the same section of highway where the data for
RosenfieXd's study were colleetedo This section of highway
Is the Uo So 31 Test Road which is a 4-lane divided highway
with 24
'
pavements extending from a point lo6 miles north of
Columbus, Indiana^ north to a point 2o8 miles north of the
Bartholomew-Johnson County Sineo This Test Road has the ad-
ditional feature of having abutting sections of portland ee=
ment concrete and bituminous concrete pavement* All test lo-
cations were selected and located on level and tangent sections
of highway bordered by farmland and had no entrances such as
roads or drives within 500° of each test site<> After a
preliminary selection of test locations had been made, repre-
sentatives from Purdue University, the Portland Cement Associ-
ation, the Asphalt Institute and the State Highway Department
of Indiana made a field inspection trip and selected the final
locationso These test locations are shown in Figure !«> Four
test sites were located on each type of pavement, two on th®
southbound lane and two on the northbound laneo The four test
sites on the portland cement concrete are designated in Figure
1 as S-l, S-2, N-3, and N~4o Similarly, the four test sites
on the bituminous concrete are designated as N=l, N=2„ S-3 and
S-4o At each of these locations, a sample of 100 passenger cars
and 50 semi-trailer trucks was taken during the day as well
as at nighto Included in the passenger ear category were only
those vehicles classed as passenger automobileao Pick-up
trucks, passenger cars pulling trailers or other vehicles of
this type were not considered,, Semi-trailer trucks included
any multi-unit vehicle, such as^tractor^trailers, truck=-trailerj
and other mulii=unit ecmblnationso When the data were collected,
the specific site was chosen at random with the limitation that
they had to alternate between pavement type and directiono A
list of the sequence in which the gites were visited and the
dates and times at whfeh the data were collected appears in
Table 21.
Fos° the portion of this project devoted to the study of




in selecting the test locations as was previously statedL To
facilitate data collection, an attempt wag made to select sect=
ions of highway near the Lafayette area for test locations..
The test locations for this portion of the study are shown in
Figure 2o State Road 43, extending from the north city limit
of West Lafayette north to the Tippecanoe County Line was
chosen for test sites for the 20 s and 22° pavement go These
are designated in Figure 2 as 20~1 and 20-2 for the 20 * pave-
ment 9 and 22=1 and 22=2 for the 22 s pavemento Route U S 24
between Go©diand 9 Indiana, and Remington, Indiana swas chosen
for location of teat sites for the 24' pavemento These are
shown in Figure 2 and designated as 24-1 and 24-2 ° Both SR 43
and OoSo 24 have a bituminous concrete surface and sod shoulders
in g©@d condition The test sites on these sections of highway
were als® located on level and tangent sections of highway
having farmland immediately adjacent to the right=of«way At
the test sites on the 20 s and 22 9 pavements a sample of 100
passenger cars was taken during the day and again at night be-
fore and after the placement of the pavement edge lineso Com-
mercial vehicles^ such asp semi-trailer trucks and buses 9 were
not included in this portion of the study because of the low
volume of this type of traffic using this roado At the test
sites on the 24 c pavement, a sample of 100 passenger cars and
50 trucks was taken during the day and 100 passenger ears and
40 trucks at night both before and after the placement of the










20' a 22' PAVEMENTS
22' PAVEMENT
20 PAVEMENT
TEST LOCATIONS - SR 43 S US 24
FIGURE 2
oause of the comparatively low volume of vehicles of this type
traveling on this highway at night
«
The data for the before portion of this study were col-
lected during July, 1957 o When the before study was completed^
the State Highway Department painted the pavement edge lines on
these two sections of hlghwayo The edge lines were painted dur-
ing August, 1957, and the after study was performed during Sept=
ember, 1957° Figures 3 9 4, 5, and 6 show before and after photo-
graphs taken at test sites on each of the pavement widthso
BEFORE AND AFTER PHOTOS AT TEST SITE 20-1-SR 43
FIGURE 3





BEFORE km AFTER PHOTOS AT TEST SITE 24~1=US 24
16
AND AFTER PHOTOS AT TEST SITE 24~2~US 24
FIGURE &

turn connected to an Estsrlint r.
This equipment, its component*
detail in the following section-
The lateral pi? &d
ins c£ heavy industrc
bitu sk tape *
ceisent cos
lane divj
s the inside lane
the
detector in place on the roadway a
irol
board and the Graphic Recorder • table a3
the power source at a location ijacent i: he ob-
servers were hidden from passi:
less then 30' f edge of « The ob<
vehicle was also hidden so that it won vse
effect on vehicles i test site* Having tl
and their vehi oaied ga-
rnetcrista were not aware that their vehicles we
vation After all the equipment had be::
placement detector was tested to insure that it was in pro
working ordero Before the
meter and a wind vane were set up in a position which would give
velocity and direction of any wind striking the passing vehicleso
However, they also were located so that they would not be ef-
19
LATERAL PLACEMENT DETECTOR OK ROADWAY
AT TEST SITE 24-2-US 24
FIGURE 7
20
LATERAL PLACEMENT DETECTOR AS IT APPEARED
TO DRIVERS 2J« FKQM THE TEST SITE
FIOUKE a
fected by wind di8tu2°bances caused by these vehicleso A mag-
netic compass was used to determine the bearing of the road at
the test site and to orient the wind van® for the particular
looationo
Upon completion of all of these necessary preliminaries 9
observations were beguno Summary sheets were employed for the
purpose of tabulating the data as it appeared on the Graphic Re-
corder This eliminated the tedious job of extracting the data
from the recorder tapes at some latter date after the observa<=
tions were taken and also eliminated the possibility of any
errors which could occur in extracting this data. Recorded on
these sunanas'y sheets were the type of vehicle and the one=foot
increment in which the right wheel of the vehicle crossed the
lateral placement detector* These sheets also included othey
pertinent data such as, the date, weather, the times that th®
observations began and ended, the test site cede number, and
recordings of the wind veloelty and direction* The wind read-
ings were taken at the start and finish of the study and at
each 13 miniate interval during the studjo Also, any unusual
wind disturbances occurring between intervals were recordedo
When the appropriate number of observations had been made,
the equipment was removed until the same night when the night
observations were takeno Only one test site was visited a day
in order that the night data could be collected on the same date,





At the beginning of this ntudy, a thorough investigation
had to be made to determine what method whould he employed to
determine the lateral position of a vehicle on the roadway.
Of the three methods available, photographic, visual, and traffic
actuated, the traffic=aetuated s&thod was chosen* This method
was decided upon because of its versatility, relative inex-
pensiveness,, and its proven reliability<.
The device employed in this study was a segmented electrical
detector similar to the detector developed by Holmes and Reyme?
of the Bureau of Public Roads (3) and further improved by
Mathewson, Brenner, and Riess of the Institute of Transpor-
tation and Traffic Engineering at the University of California
(5)o This detector, essentially, was constructed of two metal
strips, one continuous bottom strip, and twelve individual top
segments separated from the bottom strip by rubber spacers
o
The bottom strip, extending the full length of the detector,
was a 12 9 length of spring steel, 1/2 inch in width and o 015
of an inch thicko The top segments were each 11 inches long
and consisted of strips of spring steel 1/4 inch wide and cOl
of an inch thick. These top contacts were separated from the
bottoas eontact for a length of 1 inch on each end and 1/2 inch
in the center by insulating tape and gum rubbero Thes® sep-
arations were necessary to assure that the top segments would
be in contact with the bottom strip only while the wheels of
the vehicle were passing over the detector^ The internal de-
tails of the detecting element as constructed are shown in
rj
Figure 9° The 1-inch gap between the ends of tbe top segments
was provided for the purpose of making the iccessary electrical
connections. A separate electrical lead consisting of No* 18
covered copper wire was connected to e'e'i of the top elements
„
and one lead was connected to the cc^n bottom stripo After
completion of the internal construction, the entire detector
was covered with heavy indusW'ci tape, coated with rubber
cement, and then recovered with the s&iae heavy tapeo Figure 10
shows a cutaway section of t!« completed detector unito
A 50' length of rubber tibing was used to carry the thir=
teen leads from the detector to a control board* From the con-
trol board, the twelve leads fcT the top contacts were connected
to pens Mo 1 to too 12 on e i Esterline-Angus 20=Pen Graphic Recorder
The lead from the bottom contact was connected to the common or
ground of the ©ireuito Two six-volt acid batteries were used
to supply the necessary 8~vo*lfcs Do Co to operate the recorder
After the detector wai in place and connected to the re«
©order, the equipment operated in the following mannero When
a vehicle crossed the detector in the one-foot increment e3->s~
est to the pavement edge, fta first contact was closed, and,
consequently, actuated pen iio« 1 on the recorder When a vehiel©
©rossed the detector betwem 2" and 3' from the pavement edge,
the third contact was elo-;3d, and, consequently, actuated pen
Koo 3 on the resordero Figure 11 shows the manner in which the







































































































The instrument which recorded the lateral placement data
was a standard, heavy duty, Esterline-Angus Model AoW«, 20 Pen
Operation recorder having a spring wound chart drive and switch
type operation with a common return circuito This recorder,
upon receiving positive actuation from the electrical detector,
reacted instantaneously and recorded these actuations by means
of continuous writing pens on a chart moving at a constant speedo
Because the normal tread width of vehicles is 5 8 , the detector
ordinarily received two actuations and in some cases four actua~
tionso A typical section of chart from the recorder is shown in
Figure 12o The speed of the chart while observations were being
made was 6 inches per minute and by close inspection of the fig-
ure it can be seen that heavy volumes of traffic eould be handled
by the recorder at this speedo Because of its instantaneous re-
action to actuation and its continuous recording properties,
the graphic recorder provided for recording large and concentrated
volumes of traffic and allowed the observer to stop the instrument
temporarily to tabulate these data<>
For purposes of recording the wind data during the period of
observation, a Bunge Gup wind anemometer was used for wind velo-
city, and an electrical wind mie was used for wind direction^
The Bunge Cup wind anemometer was calibrated in such a manner
that wind velocities ranging frees 0=o0 miles per hour could be
recordedo The wind velocities could be read directly from the
scale on the snemometero The electrical wind vane employed for
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NOTES
1. ACTUATIONS ON LINE 13 INDICATE WHEN VEHICLES IN
OTHER LANE PASSED DETECTOR
2. CHART SPEED 6 INCHES PER MINUTE





pointer wind vane connected to a dial containing 8 electric
bulbs indicating the 8 major directions. The electrical
connections of the wind vane were so arranged that when the
wind was from a direction between two of the 8 major directions,
two bulbs would light*. This essentially provided for recording
the direction of the wind from any one of the 16 points on a
compass or to an accuracy of 22<>5 ° The 6-volt DoC required
to operate the wind vane was tapped from the power source of
the recording equipmente Figures 13 and 14 show the lateral
placement and wind equipment in place at a test siteo
30
RECORDING EQUIPMENT IN PUCE IN THE FIELD
FIGURE 1$
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AMD RESULTS
EFFECT OF PAVEMENT TYPE
GENERAL REMARKS
In this portion of the study, an investigation was made
to determine if the type of pavement, portland cement concrete
or bituminous concrete, had any effect on the lateral placement
of passenger cars and serai-trailer truckso Other factors,
which were also investigated, included direction of travel and
period of observationo The direction of travel was divided into
North and South and the period of observation into day and
After completion of the field sampling, the data were
taken from the summary sheets and compiled into a form lending
itself more readily to analysiso This is shown in Tables 1 and
2, which contain frequency distributions of the data for each
location and condition,. To further facilitate the analysis,
these distributions Here transformed into frequency polygons,
as shown in Figures 15 and 16 o These frequency polygons show
graphically the distribution of the lateral placement data and
means at each location for each condition.. From these dis-
tributions statistical data were obtained for purposes of mak-
ing the analysiso Tables 3 and 4 list a summary of this data
for each vehicle type for all locations,. This data consists of
the mean lateral placement, which is the arithmetic mean of the
measured variable; the variance, which is a measure of dispersion
33
Table 1
DISTRIBUTION v^ LATERAL PLACEMENT IN ONE-FOOT SECTIONS




Foot Seeticiv From Outer Edge of Pavement





















































































































DISTRIBUTION OF LATERAL PLACEMENT IN ONE-FOOT .'iECTIONS
FROM OUTER EDGE OF PAVEMENT TO RIGHT WHEEL OF VEHICLE - US 31
-Serai-Trailer Truska-
Location and One Foot Section From Outer Edge of Pavement
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PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT
ONE FOOT SECTIONS FROM OUTER EDGE OF PAVEMENT TO RIGHT WHEEL OF PASSENGER CAR
* MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT- 100 OBSERVATIONS
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PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT
ONE FOOT SECTIONS FROM OUTER EDGE OF PAVEMENT TO RIGHT WHEEL OF SEMI-TRAILER TRUCKS
* MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT- 50 OBSERVATIONS










































































Average Mean: Portland Cement Concrete, Day 4.90«
Portland Cement Conerete. Righl ij.92 B
Bituminous Ccntsrete, Day 4.78 11
Bituminous Concrete „ Right 4.88 9
38
Table 4








































































Average I0»an: Portland Cement Concrete, Day 3.04 8
Portland Cement Concrete,. NigJit 3»15 5
Bituminous Concrete, Day 2.75°
Biturcinous Concrete, Night 3.10°
of the individual observations and is equal to the sum of the
squares of the deviation of the individual observations from
their m&n divided by the iiumber of observations ; and the
standard d-: viation, *?hich is another measure of variation and
is equal tc> the square rc>ot of the variance
o
Before1 these data could be used to study. the factors being
investigated In this stwSy, they had to be tested to determine
whether the assumptions necessary for a statistical analysis of
variance could be nadeo These assumptions are that the vari"
able being stodied has a norasal distribution and that the vari-
ances are hemogeneouse These data vers tested for homogeneity
by H»@ans of a Bartlett Testo It was Smmd that the variances
were not hfmageneous, and, therefore, the data could not be
used until a transforation of the original variable to another
variable was made to compensate for the lack of homogeneityo
Tills was ac cwnaplished by replacing the variances by their log~
aidtteis anc. sar-jying out- the analysis on theseo This proce-
dure is usc-d throughout this analysis in exaa&ning the variances
o
No adjustments were made for the non-normality- of the measured
vg'.rlable$ for deviations .trcsa noraality are not as serious in
upsetting the probability levels chosen for significance as
are gross departures from homogeneity of varlaneeo
After the data had teen compiled and transformed to make
it suitable for investigation of the factors being studied,
analyses were made on the mean lateral placement, the logarithms
of the variances, and the peresnts of vehicles in specific zones




.>&. «=. Overal Aver®go Effect
T - Typs) of Pave&eat 1, 2
D - E&restion J - 1, 2
L = Location k - 1„ 2
P - Period of Observation X = 1, 2
All factors in this msdel were considered as fixed effects
except locations „ which were considered as a random effecto
Locations ware considered as randoa in order that the results
obtained fro»i the analyses sould be used to reach conclusions
about all locations along the road or similar roadse If lo-
cations were considered as a fixed effect, the results of th«
analyses could be used only to reach conclusions about those
particular locations and no others^
STUDY OF MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENTS
The first step in the study of the mean lateral placements
is to perform an analysis of varianee on the individual meanso
If in an analysis of variance of this type certain factors are
found to be significant^ further analyj .rried outo If 9
on the ether hand,, no significant difference is found between
the factors being investigates r analysis is d&ened
unnecessary:
PASSEH'&ft CARS - The summary of the analysis of varic
on the mean lateral placements of pasts,en^r s listed In
Table 5° Figure 17 snowy a grsphisal representation of the
iwan lateral placement at all locations fo: ay and rdghto
The results of this analysis show that none of the major
factors investigated, not- any of the accompanying interacts .
have any significant effect on the mean lateral place:
passenger ears* This; 3 types of pavement in
both directions during the day and at nigl. s may be seen
more readily by inspection of the ai ; for the two
types of pavement, the two directions,, and the two periods of
observation tabulated in Table
that the mean© vary from location to locationo Htnfever, these
variations are not deeiaed critical and ere attj entirely
to the natural variation, which occurs because of the random
sampling methods used in collect!^
5-^slMlM^MISM - ^R« «» lysis of var-
iance on the Ei'san lateral pla< i ucks $ s
listed in Tab srs-phical rej of the mean
lateral placements appears in Figcre 18«
Th® results of this analysis- I it the only signif-
icant differences which occur a
travel, North and South, and the . "ation, day
and night, when pavement type is not considered* By inspection
of the summary of average means in . it can be seen that
the northbound mean it
.
Table 5
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE





























































"Rejection of The Hypothesis That There Are No Population
Differences At The % Level of Significance©
^Rejection of The Hypothesis That There Are No Population
Differences At The 1$ Level of Significaneoo



































Pert! i »te, Night - 4-o92'J
Bituminoufci Concrete, Day -
an&ncus General! it - 4«
d I
Northbound, Portland Cement Concrete <•
Southbound, Portland Cement Gonerete » 4o84 s
erete - 4o91
S©utfebcunc3.„ BitumS te = 4o1'o 9
4° 91°
Bituminous Gonerete - .84'
4o80«
Dry Observations - 4^8S :)
st> Observations = 4°89 8
summary of .lysis of
on mean lateral placement - «
Source of V"?yiatCari
Pavement Type
ition in tjpn bj
Direction





Period by Location in
Type by Direction



















* Rejection Of The Hypo* Are Ko Popu-
lation Differences At Th ? Signifl
** Rejection Of The Hypothesis Ihat There Ar& No Popa~
lation Differences At The 1 1 of Of Significance*
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AVERAGE MEANS . US 31
Semi-Trailer Trucks
Day 3004"
Portland Cement Concrete,, Night 3°!5-
Bitusainous Concrete, Day 2c 75 s
Bituminous Consrete, Night 3o30 c
Northbound,, Portland Geisent Concrete 3025 6
Southbound, Portland Cement Concrete 2 94 8
Northbound, Bituminous Concrete 3*03°
Southbound, Bituminous Consrete 2o82 f'
Portland Cement Concrete - 3° 09"
Bituminous Concrete - 2<>92 8
Northbound - 3°14 8 ) Q,,26«*
Southbound » 2o86 a )
Day Observations » 2&89') n 23 «*
Kight Observations - 3°12 ) ° p
Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Population
Differences At The 5% Level Of Significance,,
A*
bound mean. This implies that for the eight locations studied,,
there are real directional differences between means for semi-
trailer truekso Also, in this summary it can be seen that tJ*
night mean for semi-trailer trucks is significantly greats
-
than the day mean when the means are averaged across all -lo-
cations for both directions disregarding pavement type There-
fore, from these results it can be implied that semi-toiler
trucks drive farther from the edge of the pavement *t nigM
than during the day on both types of pavement in Voth direetionso
STUDI OF VARIANCES
As was previously stated, the location variances were
tested for homogeneity by a B&rtlett Teat, Because it was
found that these variances lack homogeneity, the variances
were transformed into their logarithms to restore the homo-
geneity and the analysis was carried out on thoseo
PASSENGER CARS - A summary of the results of the analysis
of variance carried out on the logai-ithms of the variances fo^
passenger ears is shown in Table 9° Figure 19 shows a graphical
representation of the location variances for both periods <.< <>*)-
servationo
The results of this analysis f*how that both pavemeA type
and direction have a significant effect on the variability of
the lateral placement of passenger earso These sigr/ficant
differences can be readily seen by examination of tie average
variances appearing in Table 10o This table shows that the var-
Table 9
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
ON THE LOGARITHMS OF THE VARIANCES - US 31
-Passenger Cars™
49
Degrees of Sum of Mean F(obs) Signif
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square
Pavement Type 1 0O6IO82 061082 18*350 «
Direction 1 o028935 028935 8o693 «
Period 1 0OOOOO9 000009 1 NS
Location in Type by 4 0133U 003328 «= —
Direction
Type by Direst-ion 1 o002118 o0021i8 1 NS
Type by Period ""i o001951 001951 1 NS
Direction by Period I 0OIO8O8 0OIO8O8 3o288 NS
Type by Direction o000823 000823 1 NS
by Period
Period by Location in 4 o013149 003287 — ~
Notes
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu-
lation Differences At The f£ Level Of Significaneeo
«* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu-
lation Differences At The 2$ Lrrel Of Significaneeo
NS Failure To Reject The Hypothesis Of No Population
Differeneeo
50




















PASSENGER CARS- US 31
FIGURE 19
Table 10
AVERAGE VARIMGES - US 31
Passenger Cars
51
Portland Cement Concrete, Day







Northbound, Portland Cement Concrete
Northbound, Bituminous Concrete




















Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No
Population Differences At The 5>% Level Of Signifieancec
52
lability of the lateral placement of passenger cars is sig-
nifieantly greater on bituminous concrete than on portland
cement concrete when direction of travel and period of obser-
vation are not consideredo It also shows that the variability
is significantly greater in a southbound direction than in a
northbound direction when pavement type and period of obser-
vation are not consideredo
SBg-TRAILER TRUCKS - Table 11 gives a summary of the
results of the analysis of variance on the logarithms of the
variance of the lateral placement of semi-trailer trucks*. A
graphical representation of the variances at each location for
each period of observation are shown in Figure 20o
The results of this analysis show that there is no signi=
fleant effect on the variability by the major factors investigatedo
However, the interaction effect of type of pavement and direction
of travel shows that there is a significant difference between
variances in lateral placement when only type of pavement end
direction are consideredo In the table of average variances
(Table 12), it can be seen that there is a rather large vari=
ation between the average variances on the two types of pave=
sent in a southbound direction and between the two average
variances for northbound and southbound vehic3.es on portland
cement concreteo This interaction effect between pavement
type and direction was significant only by a very small margin
at the $% level of significance and since none of the major
factors were found significant, it is not deemed ariticalc
Table 11
SUMMARY OP THE ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE
ON THE LOGARITHMS OF THE VARIANCES » IB 31
=Sea&-Trailer Trucks^
Degree of Suzb of Me in F(obs) Signifo
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square
Pavement Type 1 oOC-3339 o003339 1 NS
Direction 1 c027084 .027084 3*502 NS
Period 1 00275? o002757 I NS
Location in Type by 4 o030929 ,007732 «. ......
Direction
Type by Direction 1 o059620 059620 7o?105* W-Type by Period 1 o000274 000274 1
Direction by Period 1 o001205 o001205 1 NS
Type by Direction 1 036019 o036019 2,16? NS
by Period
Period by Location in 4 066474 0OI66I8 __ ~
Bype by Direction
Nates
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are- No Popu-
lation Differences At The 5$ Level Of Slgnificaneeo
** Rejection Of T2m» Hypothesis That There Are No Pops*-
Elation Differences At The XjS Level Of Signifieanceo
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AVERAGE VARIANCES - US 31
-Semi-Trailer Trucks-
55
Portland Cement Concrete , Day-




























Rejection of The Hypothesis That There Are No
Population Differences At The 3% Level of Significancec
<i
STUDY OF VEHICLES IN SPECIFIC ZONES OF THE PAVEMENT
In these analyses of the pereents of vehicles In specific
zones of the pavement, the same procedure was followed as in
the previous analyses*. The only difference in these analyses
is that of the variable being analyzed, the percents of vehicles
in the studied zones* These percents were analyzed for
passenger cars in the outer three feet of pavement and more
than five feet from the edge of the pavemento Similarly,
for semitrailer trucks, the pereents of these vehicles in the
outer two feet of pavement and more than four feet from the
pavement edge were analyzedo
The percentages for each location and condition are listed
in Table 13 and were obtained from the frequency distributions
of the lateral placement data in Tables 1 and 2<>
Because it was found previously that the homogeneity of
variance assumption could not be made, before these analyses
could be performed, the original variable had to be trans-
formed into another variable to restore the homogeneity*.
This was accomplished in this instance by transforming the
percents into ars=sine values and carrying out the analyses
of these*.
PASSENGER CARS IN THE OUTER THREE FEET OF PAVEMENT ~ A
summary of the results of this analysis appears in Table li*
Figure 21 contains a graphical representation of the percent-




IN SPECIFIC ZONES OF THE PAVEMENT - US 31
Passengor Cars
Portland Cement Concrete Bituminous Concrete
Location Day Nigh*. Location Day Night
Outer Three Feet of Pavement
19 S-3 8 4
1 S=4 4 10
1 N-l 1 3
• H-2 2 9
More Than Five Feet From Pavement Edge
8 S-3 48 56
54 S~4 45 26
32 H-l 50 ?6
65 N-2 31 39
Semi^Trailer Trueks
Portland Cement Concrete fHfcMjfl^rms Concrete
Location Day Night Location Day Night







































SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE PERCENT^ OF


























































4 o351732 o087930 _ «.
Notes —
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu=
lation Differences At The $% Level Of Significance
** Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu-
lation Differences At The 1# Level Of Significanceo







PERCENT OF PASSENGER CARS IN OUTER
THREE FEET OF PAVEMENT- US 31
FIGURE 21
60
The results of this analysis shows none of the factors
considered nor their accompanying interactions to be signifi*
canto By inspection of the table of average percent s (Table 15),
it <san be seen that very little variation exists throughout the
table*. Generally, the percent was somewhat greater in this rone
on the bituminous concrete than on the portland cement concrete,
however, this difference was not significanto
PASSENGER CARS MORE THAI3 FIVE FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT EDGE -
Table 16 contains a summary of the results of this analysis of
variance o Percentages in this zone of the pavement at each lo-
cation during the day and at night are shown graphically in
Figure 22o
The spesults of this analysis show none of the factors
considered to have a significant effect on the percent of
passenger cars traveling in this zone*, In Table 17, which
contains the average percent^ for this zone of the pavement,
it ©an be seen that the only substantial differences in per-
cents exist between the two directions and also between the
two types of pavement at nighto The percent of vehicles in
this zone was somewhat greater on the bituminous concrete at
night than on the portland cement concrete for the same period
when directions were not cons&deredo The overall pereents,
however, for both pavement types vary only slightly from one
anothero The percent of passenger cars in this zone was the same
for both day and night when type of pavement and direction were
not consideredo
Table 15
AVERAGE PERCENT* - US 31
PASSENGER CARS IN OUTER TiffiES FEET OF PAVEMENT
Portland Cement Concrete, Day 2° 50
Portland Cement Concrete, Night 5°25
Bituminous Concrete, Day 3»7?
Bituminous Concrete, Night 6«50
Northbound, Portland Cement Concrete lo25
Northbound, Bituminous Concrete 3»75
Southbound, Portland Cement Concrete 6<>50
Southbound, Bituminous Concrete 6o§0








SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE PERCENTS OF
PASSENGER CARS MORE THAN FIVE FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT EDGE - US 31
Degrees of Sum of Mean F(obs) SiS
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square
Pavement Typ® 1 °035344 035344 1 NS
Direction 1 o231794 231794 1 NS
Period 1 o001398 001398 I NS




Type by Direction 1 064262 .064262 1 NS
Type by Period 1 o075487 .075487 1 NS
Direction by Perisd 1 088863 0O88863 1 NS
Type by Direction 1 032202 032202 1 NS
by Period
Period by Location in 4 o503337 125834 —
Type by Direction
Notea
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu=
lation Differences At The 5% Level Of Significanceo
** Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu=
lation Differences At The 1$ Level Of Significanceo






PERCENT OF PASSENGER CARS MORE THAN




AVERAGE PERCENTS - US 31
PASSENGER CARS MORE THAN FIVE FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT EDGE
Portland Cement Concrete, Day 45*50
Portland Cement Concrete, Night 39°75
Bituminous Concrete, Day 43*50
Bituminous Concrete, Night 49°25
Northbound, Portland Cement Concrete 50<>75
Northbound, Bituminous Concrete 49° 00
Southbound, Portland Cement Concrete 34° 50
Southbound, Bituminous Concrete 43o75




Day Observations 44° 50
Night Observations 44° 50
65
SEMI-TRAILER TRUCKS IN THE OUTER TWO FEET OF PAVEMENT -
A summary of the results of this analysis is listed in Table 18.
Figure 23 contains a graphical representation of the percents
at each location for both periods of observation
The results of this analysis show none of the major factors
nor the accompanying interactions to be significante Table 19
lists the average percents of semi-trailer trucks in this zone
of the pavemento Sy inspection of this table and Figure 23 9
it can be seen that the percent of these vehicles in this cone
is somewhat greater on bituminous concrete than on portland
cement conereteo Averaged across all locations for all condi-
tions, however, this difference appears quite small, and hence,
non-significant as the results point onto
SEMI TRAILER TRUCKS MORE THAN FOUR FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT
EDGE - The results of the analysis on the percents of semi-
trailer trucks in this zone of the pavement are summarized in
Table 20° A graphical representation of the percents at each
location for both periods of observation appears in Figure 24<>
These results show direction and the pavement type by
direction interaction to be significant factors^ These signi-
ficant effects can be seen more readily by inspection of
Figure 24 and the summary of average percents in Table 21o
It will be noted that the average percent of semi-trailer
trucks in this zone is greater in a northbound direction than
in a southbound direction when the other factors are not con-
66
Table 18
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE PERCENTS OF
SEMI-TRAILER TRUCKS IN THE OUTER TWO FEET OF PAVEMENT - US 31
Degrees of Sum of Mean F(obs) Signif
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square
Pavement Type 1 o097593 . 097593 7o624 NS
Direction 1 .048158 048158 3-762 NS
Period 1 103330 103330 4o398 NS
Location in Type by k 051201 012800 — —
Direction
Type by Direction 1 025600 .025600 2o000 NS
Type by Period 1 .068644 068644 2o922 NS
Direction by Period 1 .036347 036347 1.547 NS
Type by Direction 1 000086 .000086 1 NS
by Period
Period by Location in 4 o093969 023492 _ —
Type by Direction
Notes
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu=
lation Differences At The 3% Level Of Signiflcaneeo
** Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu=
lation Differences At The i$ Level Of Significanceo
















S-l S-2 N-3 | N-4 S-3 | S-4 N-l N-2
SOUTH NORTH SOUTH NORTH
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE BITUMINOUS CONCRETE
PERCENT OF SEMhTRAILER TRUCKS IN




AVERAGE PERCSHTS - US 31
SEMI-TRAILER TRUCKS IN THE OUTER TWO FEET OF PAVEMENT
Portland Cement Concrete, Day 4<>50
Portland Cement Concrete, Night 5oOO
Bituminous Concrete, Day 12c 50
Bituminous Concrete, Night 8o*fO
Nosrthtound, Portland Cement Concrete &o§0
Nortlboundj Bituminous Concrete 6 o 50
Southbound, Portland Consent Concrete 5°00
Southbvmd, Bituminous Concrete Ho00








SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE PERCENTS OF SEMI-
TRAILER TRUCKS MORE THAN FOUR FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT EDGE - US 31
I)egrees of Sum of Mean F(obs,
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square
Pavement Type i 007383 o007383 lo037
Direction 1 132551 . 132551 18. 614
Period 1 105251 105251 5c 197
Location in Type by 4 028484 007121 ^^
Direction
Type by Direction 1 . 096301 096301 13o523
Type by Period 1 0OOII64 OOII64 1
Direction by Period 1 015656 c015656 1
Type by Direction by 1 101139 101339 4o994
Period










* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Population
Differences At The 5% Level Of Signifieanceo
*» Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Population
Differences At The 5% Le^el Of Signifieanceo






PERCENT OF SEMI-TRAILER TRUCKS MORE THAN




AVERAGE PERCEETS - US 31
SEMI-TRAIIER TRUCKS
MORE THAN FOUR FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT EDGE
Portland Cement Concrete, Day lOoOO
Portland Cement Concrete, Night 14o00
Bituminous Concrete, Day 7o50
Bituminous Concrete, Night 13*00
Northbound, Portland Cement Cone&*ete I7o00
Northbound, Bituminous Concrete Ho00
Southbound, Portland Cement Concrete 7°00
9o50








sidered* Also, the percent in this zone on the portland cement
concrete, northbound, is larger than that for the same pave-
ment in a southbound direction e When the two pavement types
are considered in the northbound direction only, it is found
that the percent in this ssone on the portland cement conerst©
is «sonsiderably larger than on the bitwsinous concrete*. In
the analysis of variance on the logarithms of the variances
for semi~trailer trueks (Table 11), this same pavement type
by direction interaction was found signifieanto
INVESTIGATION' OF WIND VELOCITY AND DIRECTION
In the procedure, it was stated that recordings of wind
velocity and direction were taken at each location while the
data on lateral placement were being eollectado These readings
were taken at each fifteen minute interval during the period of
observation and also when any abrupt changes in velocity or
direction were observedo
For the sake of tabulation and discussion, these recordings
were averaged for the period of observation at each location..
In so doing, the mean velocity and the prevailing direction of
the wind were determinedc Table 22 lists these data for each
location during each period of observation, and also, the angle
between the direction of wind and movement and a vector dia=
gram of this relatione It will be noted in this table, that
at no time was data collected when the wind conditions did not
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ditions were suitable for collection of lateral placement data*
In ease cases, the wind was striking the vehicles at an angle
between 45° and 135° to the direction of movement, however, the
velocity was not critical in these cases o At night, for all
locations, the wind was calm„ This is usually the case in this
weather zone during the month of August when all the observa-
tions were madeo
By consideration of this wind data and the fact that the
lateral placement, data were collected during a summer month only
under dry conditions, it ©an be said that the data for this
study was collected under the most favorable weather condi-
tions attainableo
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EFFECT OF PAVEMENT EDGE LINES
GENERAL REMARKS
In this portion of the study, an investigation was made
to determine if there were any effects on the lateral place-
ment of vehicles after the placement of edge lines on the pave~
mento Other factors whi&h were investigated were pavement
width and period of observation*. Observations were made before
and after the placement of the edge lines on highways 20\ 22%
and 2V wide during the day and at nighto Passenger ears were
studied on all pavement widths, however, semitrailer trucks
were studied on the 24° pavement only* The lack of ecaanereial
traffic of this type on the 20 » and 22° pavements made it
difficult to make observations on sueh vehicleso
When the field sampling had been completed, the data wer>
compiled into the fora of frequency distributions as shown to
Tables 23 and 24<> A graphical representation of these dVtri-
butions in the form of frequency polygons is shown in figovs 25o
A summary of the statistical ilata obtained from these distri-
butions for purposes of analysis is listed in Tables 2? «nd 26o
This data consists of the mean which is the arithmetic fcean of
the measured variable, the variance whieh is a measure of the
dispersion of the individual observations, and the standard
deviation which is another measure of variation ani is equal to
the square root of the varlancec
Again, the data had to be tested by a BarU.ett test to
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Table 23
DISTRIBUTION OF LATERAL PLACEMENTS
IN ONE-FOOT SECTIONS FROM OUTER EDGE
OF PAVEMENT TO RIGHT WHEEL OF VEHICLE - SR A3 & US 24
-Passenger Cars=-
Location & One-Foot Sections From Outer Edge of Pavement
Condition 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4=5 5»6 6-7 7-8 8-9 Total
B=D 2 10 37 36 13 2 . m, = 100
B-N - 14 32 28 21 4 1 - - 100
20-1 A-D 2 5 38 42 11 2 «. - == 100
A-N - 9 21 42 22 6 - - - 100
B-D _ 2 15 42 31 8 2 _ •o 100
B=N - 4 18 45 26 7 - - - 100
20-2 A-D - 3 12 39 33 8 - - - 100
A-N - 6 22 46 23 3 - - - 100
B-D _ 2 19 45 29 5 „ _ _ 100
B-N - = 25 38 25 9 3 - - 100
22-1 A-D - - 22 44 30 4 - - - 100
A-N - 1 14 37 35 12 1 - ~ 100
B~D ie, „ 25 39 32 4 _ _ „ 100
B=N - - 15 29 46 10 - - „ 100
22-2 A=D - - 19 42 38 1 - - - 100
A-N » 2 18 41 32 6 1 ~ - 100
B-D <=, 1 6 29 33 19 7 .» _ 100
B=N <= 1 1 25 32 31 10 - - 100
24=1 A-D - ._ 7 12 29 35 16 1 - 100
A-N - - 8 13 28 35 15 1 - 100
B-D «=. 2 22 32 29 11 4 _ _ 100
B-N - 1 10 26 36 16 11 - m, 100
24-2 A-D - 3 27 38 21 9 2 - - 100
A-N - 3 12 37 29 16 3 - " 100
Notes .
B=D - Day Observatlor{, Before Edge Lines
B-N - Night Observations, Before Edge Lines
A-D - Day Observations, After Edge Lines
A-N - Nig*it Observations, After Edgje Lines
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Table 24
DISTRIBUTION OF LATERAL PLACEMENTS
IN ONE FOOT SECTIONS FROM OUTER ED®
OF PAVEMENT TO RIGHT WHEEL OF VEHICLE - US 24
-Semi Trailer Trades-
Location and One-Foot Sections From Outer Edge Of Pavement
Condition 0=1 1=2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5=6 6-7 7=8 Total
B=D - 2 16 29 3 - -* = 50
B-N ~ 15 =. 14 7 3 1 -= 40
24-1 A-D „ 2 12 18 12 3 3 - 50
A-N - - 6 14 12 6 - - 40
B-D 2 10 23 13 2 .=, „ ,=, 50
B-N = 6 18 13 3 =• - - 40
24-2 A-D 1 13 26 8 2 - •= - 50
A-N - 4 18 14 4 - - - 40
B-D - Day Observations 9 Before Edge Lines
B-N - Night Observations, Before Edge Lines
A-D - Day Observations, After Edge Lines


























































































































































































































*MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT- 100 OBSERVATIONS
+MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT- 5 OBSERVATIONS
UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE
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ONE FOOT SECTIONS FROM OUTER EDGE OF PAVEMENT TO RIGHT WHEEL OF VEHICLE
*MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT- 100 OBSERVATIONS
FREQUENCY POLYGONS, PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS- SR 43 ft US 24 +%&^S^r%^ """^
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Table 25











































































































B-D - Day Observations, Before Edge Lines
B-N - Night Observations, Before Edge Lines
A=D - Day Observations, After Edge Lines
A~N - Night Observations, After Edge Lines
60
Table 26
SUMMARY OP STATISTICAL MTA - US 24
=Semi=Trailer Trucks-
Location and Standard
Condition Mean Variance Deviation
B-D 3olo Oo4331 0..6581
B-N 3ol5 2ol30e lo4597
24=1 A~D 3o?2 lo399& lol830
A=N 3ofO 0o9641 0.9820
B-D 2o 5& 0o?922 0o8901
B=N 2o82 O06865 0o8285
24<=2 A=D 2o44 O06698 0.6164
A=N 2o95 O0664I 0o8149
Notes
B=D - Day Observations, Before Edge Lines
B=N - Nigai Observations, Before Edge Lines
A~D - Bay Observations, After Edge Lines
A-N - Night Observations, After Edge Lines
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determine whether the homogeneity of variance and normality
assumptions could be roade° It was found that the data lacked
homogeneity, and hence, the variances had to be transformed
into their logarithms to restore the homogeneity necessary for
proper analysis.
When the data had been transformed and tabulated for
analysis, analyses of variance were made on the mean lateral
placements, the logarithms of the variances, and the percent
s
of vehicles in specific zones of the pavemento
For passenger cars s these analyses were made according
to the following models
PL
. . EP WEP LEP , ..
lj(i) kl ikl lkj(i)
Wher«s
fi - Overall Average Effeeto
W - Pavement Width i - 1,2,3
L - Locations j - 1,2
E - Edgelines (Before-After) k - 1,2
P » Period of Observation 1 - 1,2
Similarly, for semi-trailer trueks, the statistical




* * Ei *
LM) * pk + ^ik + ^kjd).
Where
s
H - Overall Average Effect.
E - Edgeline (Before-After) i - 1,2
L - Locations j = 1,2
P - Period of Observation k = 1,2
COMPARISON OF MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENTS
As was stated in the preceding section, in an analysis of
variance of the mean lateral placements, if significant diff~
erences are found among any of the factors investigated, further
analysis is carried onto I£, however, no significant diff-
erences are found, further analysis is deemed unnecessaryo
PASSENGER CARS - A summary of the results of the analysis
of variance of mean lateral placements for passenger cars
appears in Table 2?o A graphical representation of the means
for each location, before and after edge lines, during the day
and at night appears in Figure 260
The results of this analysis show none of the laajor
factors investigated to be signifisanto However, the edge
line by location in pavement width interaction and the period
by legation in pavement width interaction both appeared
significants This ©an be seen more readily by examination of
the table of average means (Table 28) and the graphical
representations of the interactions in Figure 2?=, If these
interactions were not significant, the graphs of the average
means in Figure 27 would form approximately parallel lines in
both eases » In Figure 27a, it will be noted that at all lo-
cations except location 20=2, the night mean was greater than
the day raeano Also, between locations, a comparable pattern is
observed in day and night observations except between locations
20=1, 20=2, and 22~1„ Figure 27b shows the edge line by location
in pavement width interaction., It will be noted that the mean
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Table 27
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON
MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENTS - SR 43 AND US 24
-Passenger Cars-
Degress of Siam of Mean
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square F(obs) Signifo
Pavement Width 2 331823 lo65912 3o045 NS
Locations in Pavement 3 lo 63484 54495 =,„ ~~
Width
Edge Lines 1 o00770 00770 1 NS
Pavement Width by Edge 2 00043 o00022 1 NS
Lines
Locations by Edge Lines 3 29894 09965 10*098 *
in pavement Width
Period * 1 12184 12184 1»685 NS
Pavement Width by 2 10270 o05135 1 NS
Period
Period by Locations in 3 21694 o07231 7o328 «•
Pavement Width
Edge Lines by Period 1 03154 c03154 3.196 NS
Residual 5 04934 o00987 =>=, *«
* Rejection Of The
lation Differences
*» Rejection Of The
lation Differences
NS Failure To Reject
Difference.*
That There Are No Popu-
The 5% Level Of Significanceo
That There Are No Popu=
The 1% Level Of Significanceo
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* MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT -100 OBSERVATIONS
+ MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT- 50 DAY OBSERVATIONS
40 NIGHT OBSERVATIONS
MEAN LATERAL PLACEMENT, PASSENGER
CARS AND TRUCKS-SR43 8 US 24
FIGURE 26
Tabla 28
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after edge lines was farther from tho edge at locations 20-1,
22-1, and 24~1» than the mean before edge lines,, Whereas, the
mean after edge lines was closer to the edge than the mean be-
fore edge lines at locations 20=2, 22-2, and 24=2,
SBHI-TRAIL]3t_ raUCKS - A summary of the results of the
analysis of variance on the mean lateral placement of seai-
taiiar trucks appears in Table 29 q A graphical representa-
tion of the means at each location, day and night, both be-
fore iid after edge lines is shown in Figure 26<>
"ft* results of this analysis chow none of the factors to
be significant,: Any highly significant effect of edge lines
on the latere, placement of semi-trailer trucks would have
shown up in thvi analysis It must be remembered, however,
that the analysit was modified by the fact that observations
were made only on vie pavaaaent width e Nevertheless, the re-
suits are consistent with the more extensive analysis per-
formed on passenger ca-s This fact is substantiated by
examination of the tablt of average means for semi-trailer
trucks (Table 30) The ;ittem observed in these means is
consistent with the patte.w of means for passenger cars,
STUDY OF VARIANCES
PASSENGER CARS - The s\isaary of the results of the analy-
sis of variance on the logarithm of the variances for passen-
ger cars is shown in Table 3l Q lie location variances for
before and after edge lines at eac.i location both durini the
Table 29
SUMMARY OP THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON




Location in Edge Lines
Period
'dge Lines in ?eriod
P««iQd by Location in
Edge Lind
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Freedom Squares Square F(oba) Sign:
1 o2178 o21?8 1 NS
2 lo2482 .6241 <=• «=
1 olX04 oll04 1 NS
I o0242 o0242 1 NS
2 o256? o!284 ~ =,=
Rstew
^ cc'tion Of The Hypothesis Tba.1 There Are N©
,?
' ation Bifferenees At The % Level Of Significance*
**
S
636!^; 0f The Hypothesis That There Are NoPopulBU* T&£tQTexi®@& At The 2$ Level Of Signifieancec
Y SS,Jre T° ^ ^ ^h« Hypothesis Of No PopulationBifferenseo
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Table 30
AVERAGE MEANS - US 24
-Sead-Trailer Trucks-
Before Edge Lines 9 Day 2«fi6 c
Before Edge Lines, Night 20 99 4
After Edge Lines 9 Day 3o08 8
After Edge Lines, Night 3ois2 c
Before Edge Lines 2o92 c
After Edge Lines 3° 25"
Day Observations 2o97 c
Night Observations 3»2I 9
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Tabic 31
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON
THE LOGARITHMS OF THE VARIANCES ~ SR 43 ft US 24
-Passenger Gars-
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square F(obs) Signlf,
Pavement Width 2 139499 o069750 8.553 NS
Locations in Pavement 3 024465 O008155 =,„ —
Width





Pavement Width by Edge 2 0CO67II o003355 1 NS
Lines
Location by Edge Lines ;3 ,021222 003741 lo972 NS
in Pavement Width
Period 1 o0l7545 017545 5*795 NS
Pavement Width by 2 007694 o003847 lo27l NS
Period
Period by Locations in 3 o0090$3 o003028 1»596 NS
Pavement Width
Edge Lines by Period 1 oOOOlfiO 000160 1 NS




Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Papu-
lation Differences At The 5% Level Of Signifieaneeo
Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu-
lation Differences At The 1$ Level Of Signifieaneeo
Failure To Reject The Hypothesis Of No Population
Differenceo
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day and at night are represented /graphically in Figure 28
The results of the analysis of variance shows that none
of the major factors considered nor their accompanying; inter-
actions are signifisanto It will be noted, however, that in
the table of average variances (Table 32), the variance is de-
creased after the placement of edge lines in all but one in~
stanceo Also on all pavement widths, the variance was greater
at night than during the day both before and after the edge
lines were placedo None of the differences were great enough
e
however, to be significant as the analysis of variance showso
SMUTRAILER TRUCKS - Table 33 lists a summary of the re«
suits of the analysis of variance on the logarithms of the Tar~
lances for semi-trailer truckso A graphical representation of
the location variances, before and after edge lines, for both
day and night is shown in Figure 2%
These results also show that there are no significant
effects on the variances by the factors considered or their
accompanying Interactions In the summary of average variances
listed in Table 3kf however, a similar trend in ^mri^inces for
before and after conditions and between day and night obser=
vatlons ©an be seen for seai°trailer trucks as was lioted fr»v=
passenger cars<> The overall variance for night oVeervsflions
is greater than that for day observations, and lz& overall
after variance shows a slight decrease .free* ifae overall be=
fore varianceo Again, however, these U/Zerenees wen; not
found to be significanto
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AVERAGE VARIANCES - SR 43 AND US 24
-Passenger Gars-
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SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON
THE LOGARITHMS OF THE VARIANCES - US 24
^Semi-Trailer Trucks-
Degrees of Swa. of Mean
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square F(obs) Sign
Edge Lines 1 o 000755 0OOO755 1 NS
Location in Edge Lines 2 e063297 031650 »= —
Period 1 o026931 026931 1 NS
Edge Lines by Period 1 . 079075 o079O?^ 1.011 NS
Period by Location 2 o 156391 o078196 «-= =_
in Edge Line
Kcts§
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No P@pa~
Xation Differences At The 5% Lewi Of Signifiesneeo
*& Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Papu-
lation Differences At The IS Level Of Significance,,
NS Failure To Reject The Hypothesis Of N® Population
Differenceo
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SAMPLE VARIANCES BASED ON 50 OBSERVATIONS " DAY




















TRUCKS - US 24
FIGURE 29
Table. 34
AVERAGE VARIANCES - US 24
-Seud-Trailer Trucks^
Before Edge Lines, Day 0o6l27
Before Edge Lines, Night 1„4087
After Edge Lines , Bay 1.
After Edge Lines, Night 0.8141
Before Edge Lines I0OIO&




STUOT OF VEHICLES III SPECIFIC ZONES OF THE PAVEMENT
In this portion of the study, tho pereents of passenger
ears in the outer two feet of pavement and more than five feet
from the pavement edge were analyzed© Again, in order to re-
store the homogeneity necessary for the analyses, the percent
a
i*ere transformed into arc=-sine values and the analysis per-
formed on these* Table 35 lists the pereents in each sone
of the pavement at each location before and after edge lines
for both periods of obscrvationo
PASSKNGJiR CAR IN THE OUTER TjjOJjW OF PAVEMBiT «, Table 36
contains a sumiaary of the results of the analysis of variance
on the percents of passenger ears in this gone of the pavement
o
These pereents are represented graphically in Figure 30 at
each location before and after edge lines for both periods of
The results of this analysis sshow none of the factors in=
vestigated to be significanto The average psrcsnfes listed in
Table 3? give an indication of why none of the factors in°
vestigated in the analysis were significanto The variation in
the pereents when averaged across all locations for the two
conditions and periods of observation as© very smallo The psr=
cents in this sone on the 20° pavement under all circumstances
are somewhat higher than on the other pavement widthso This,
of course, is understandable because of the narrowness of the
pavemento This difference, however, was not significant in
Table 3$
PERGENTS OF PASSENGER CARS
IN SPECIFIC ZONES OF THE PAVEMENT ~ SR 43 AND US 24
Outer Two Faet of Pavement
Before Edge Lines After ES'V'? Lines
Location Day Night Day Night
20-1 12 14 7 4





























SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS 0? VARIANCE ON THE
PERCENTS OF PASSENGER CARS IN THE OUTER TWO FEET
OF PAVEMENT - SR 43 & US 24
Degrees of Sum of Mean
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Square F(obs) Signif
Pavement Width 2 o504249 .252124 5*368 NS
Legations in Pavement 3 140902 046967 — =-
Width
Edge Lines 1 o002995 o002995 1 NS
Pavement Width by Edge 2 016309 008154 1 NS
Lines
Locations by Edge Lines 3 090365 030152 4*472 NS
in Pavement Width
Period 1 001828 001828 1 NS
Pavement Width by 2 o004933 OO2466 1 NS
Perisd
Period by Locations in 3 24186 0OO8O62 lol97 NS
Pavement Width
Edge Lin^s by Periled 1 0062?6 OO6276 1 NS
Residual 5 033679 006736 — TO
* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu-
lation Differences At ?h© $% Level Of Significanceo
*» Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu-
lation Differences At The 3$ Level Of Signifisanceo
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Table 3?
AVERAGE PERCENTS ~ SR 43 ANB US 24
PASSENGER CARS IN THE OUTER TWO FEET OF PAVEMENT
iOl










































FASSEHifiR CAR3 MORE THAj^gTVE FEBT FROM THE PAVEMENT EDGE
A summary of the results of the analysis of variance on the
percents of passenger cars in this zone of the pavement ftp-
pears in Table 38. A graphical representation of these per-
cents appears in Figure 31o
The results of this analysis show none of the factors
considered to be significant.. However, the location by edge
line in pavement width interaction was significanto This in-
teraction effect also appeared significant in the analysis
of variance of the mean lateral placements of passenger ears
(See Table 2? and Figure 2?)° In Figure 32 a graphical re~
presentation of this interaction for this analysis is showno
in comparison of Figure 2?b and Figure 32, it will bs noted
that the pattern of the interaction graphically is approxi-
mately the same in both eaesso Again, in this analysis, the
percent of vehicles in this zone of the pavement was greater
at locations 20-1 and 24~1 after the placement of the edge
lines than before. At locations 20-2, 22-2, and 2&=2, how-
ever, the presence of edge lines not only decreased the mean
lateral placement during the day and night, but als© de-
creased the percent of vehicles traveling more than five feet
from the pavement edge during both psriodso
In the table of average percents (Table 39) for this
eone of the pavement, the percent of passenger cars travel-
ing more than five feet from the edge in considerably higher
Tabla 38
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON THE PERCENTS
OF PASSENGER CARS MORE THAN FIVE FEET FROM THE PAVEMENT







Pavement Width by Edge
Lines




Period by Locations in
Pavement Width












































* Rejection Of The Hypothesis That There Are No P@pa=
lation Differences At The 5% Level Of Signifleaneeo
** Rejeetion Of The Hypothesis That There Are No Popu=
lotion Differeneee At The Ijg Level Of Signifieaneeo
NS Failwe To Rejeet Th© Hypothesis Of No Population
Differen@eo
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20M 20*2 22-1 22-2 24-2
LOCATION BY EDGELINE IN PAVEMENT WIDTH
FIGURE 32
Table 39
AVERAGE PERCENTS = SR 43 AND US 24
















































on the 24' pavement under all circumstancen a On a 12 8 lane,
a passenger car can travel more than five feet from the pave-
ment edge, and, because of its lateral dimensions, still be
traveling in a safe manner and not encroaching on the op-
posing lane. This is not the case on the 20 s or 22 3 pave-
mentSo It might appear at first that the percent^ on the
24 e pavement in this sone are significantly differento
However, it must be remembered, that in transforming these
percents to arc=sine values to restore the homogeneity,
the variation, naturally becomes much smaller and more uni-
form, but the ratios between values remain the gameo
An investigation was not made of semi~trailer trucks
in specific zones of the pavement in this portion of the
study because the data xfere based on a different number of
observations for each periods Fifty observations were made
during the day and forty observations at nighto Consequently,
the transformation of percents to arc~sine values to restore
homogeneity could not be performedo This fact is brought out
in the following statement of the theory on which this type
of analysis is basedo "When the observations in an analysis
of variance are proportions and if all the proportions are
based on the same number of observations, and if each is trans-
formed to an angle, homogeneity of variance is secured because




EFFECT OF PAVEMENT TYPE ON LATERAL PLACEMENT
The following conclusions are based on the results of
the statistical analysis of the data obtained for this study
on two types of pavement, portland cement concrete and bi-
tuminous concrete.';
lo The mean lateral placement of passenger
cars is not significantly different on
the two types of pavemento However,
the overall mean lateral placement is
slightly higher on the portland cement
concrete than on the bituminous concrete
o
2o The mean lateral placement of passenger
cars is not significantly different be~
tween periods of obsex*vation°
3o The mean lateral placement of semi-trailer
trucks is not significantly different on
the two types of pavemento
&o The mean lateral placement of semi-trailer
trucks Is significantly different between
periods of observationo On both types of
pavementg these vehicles are driven farther
from the edge at night than during the dayQ
5° The variance of the lateral placements of
passenger cars is significantly different
on the two types of pavemento The vari-
109
ability of the lateral position of
these vehicles is significantly
greater on the bituminous concrete
than on the portlami cement concreteo
This same variability is not signif-
icantly different from day to nighto
The variance in the lateral places
ments of semi-trailer trucks is not
significantly different for the two
types of pavement, nor for the two
periods of observation.
The percent of passenger cars tra-
veling in the outer three feet of
pavement is not significantly diff-
erent on the two types of pavement?
nor between periods of observation
The percent of passenger cars tra-
veling more than five feet from the
pavement edge is not significantly
different for the two types of pave=
ment, nor for the two periods of ob-
servation, day and nighto
The percent of semi-trailer trucks
traveling in the outer two feet of
pavement is not significantly diff-
erent for the two types of pavement^
110
nor for the periods of observation,
day and r&ghto
10o The percent of seml-trailer trucks travel-
ing more than four feet from the pave-
ment edge is not significantly differ-
ent for the two types of pavement, nor
between the two periods of obsarvationo
EFFECT OF PAVEMENT EDGE X.IUES ON LATERAL PLACEMENT
The following conclusions are based on the results
of the statistical analysis of the data obtained for this
study on three widths of pavement; 20 s , 22/ and 24K
lc The presence of edge lines on the pave-
ment has no significant effect on the
mean lateral placement of passenger cars
on the 20°, 22° or 24 s pavemento Also,
there is no significant difference in
mean lateral placement of passenger
cars between periods of observation,
day and night, on any of the pavement
widthso
2o The mean lateral placement of passen-
ger cars on the 22 8 pavement i9 ap-
proximately 4K farther from the edge
than on the 20" pavement, both before
and after edge,
.lints^, during the day
Ill
and at nighto Similarly, the mean
lateral placement of passenger cars on
the 24" pavement is approximately 10M
farther from the edge than on the- 20'
pavement under all conditions
o
The mean lateral placement of semi-
trailer trucks is not significantly
different on the 24° pavement after
the placement of edge lineso Also,
there is no significant difference
between these mean lateral place-
ments from day to nighto
Variance of lateral placements of
passenger cars is not significantly
different after edge lining on these
pavement widthso However, slight
deereases in both day and night var=
lances were found after the edge linos
were placedo There is no significant
difference in this variability between
periods of observation*
The variability of the lateral place-
ments of semi-trailer trucks is not
significantly different after placing
the edge lines on the 2V pavements
Again, slight decreases in both day
U2
and night variancas were found after
the edge lin«wera placedo There is no
significant difference in this vari-
ability between periods of observationo
60 The percent of passenger ears traveling
in the outer two feet of pavement is
not significantly different after edge
lining on the three pavement widths,
nor between periods of observationo
7o The percent of passenger cars tra=
veling more than five feet from the
pavement edge is not significantly
effected by the presence of edge
lines on the three pavement widths,,
cor is it significantly different be-
tween periods of observationo
Further research should be carried out on the edge lines
portion of the studyc Another after study should bo made in
from six months to a year to determine whether or not a
gradual rather than an instantaneous transition taktia place
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